MAGIC / ROMA / ROYAL GRINDER CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

Step 1: Make sure the machine is
turned off and unplugged. Remove
all beans from the bean container.
Vacuum out all the beans that cannot
be scooped out. Remove 2 philips
head screws from bean container.
Remove the bean container from
machine by pulling straight up.

Step 2: Remove rubber gasket and
vacuum out any additional beans and
grinds from the grinder. Note that
when you lift up the bean container the
rubber gasket may still be attached to
the plastic bottom.

Step 3: Coffee grinder adjustment
level [ has 1 -8 below it ] Take index
finder and place underneath where
arrow is pointing and lift straight up. It
has 2 plastic tables holding it in place.
Note the position of the red dot on the
outer ring to the red dot on the inner
ring of your grinder.

Step 4: Turn the outer ring counterclockwise until
the two blue lines are aligned and lift the inner
ring from the grinder assembly.

Step 5: This is the inner ring [burr] shown
above that you will be lifting up on. The
arrows are pointing to the four tabs to lift
up on.

Step 7: Drop the inner ring [burr] back
inside with the blue lines aligned then turn
the outer ring clockwise until it stops.

Step 6: This area should be vacuumed so
that all coffee beans and grinds are
removed.

Step 8: Turn the outer ring counter
clockwise until the blue stripe on the
outer ring is 180 degrees opposite
from the one on the inner ring.

Step 9: Now place the black
rubber gasket back down
onto the inner part (burr).

Step 11: Now place the bean container
back on the unit and tighten down with
the 2 Phillip Screws that were removed
at the start.

Step 10: Now the grinder setting arm
needs to be placed back onto the
outer-ring (little holes around it). Drop
it down and snap in place at the # 4
grinder setting.

